
OUR MISSION
Theological Horizons supports Christians and seekers in academia by providing a 
welcoming community for engaging faith, thought and life.

“This is what the Lord says: ‘Stand at the crossroads and look.  Ask for the 
ancient paths.  Ask where the good way is and walk in it, and you will find rest 

for your souls.’” Jeremiah 6:16

 

OUR STORY

“Theological Horizons stands in the gap. We are gatekeepers, comforters, and 
companions to students and community members who have lost most daily 

interactions with peers, faculty, mentors and so many others. We are present,  
offering physical, emotional and spiritual grounding.”

− Karen Wright Marsh, Executive Director

 

“Theological Horizons provides me with a religious and theological space where 
discussion is just different. People actually come with diverse viewpoints and from diverse 

places, and we learn together. I leave every gathering feeling peace and energy.”
– Caroline Kirk (UVa ‘21)

“Theological Horizons provides a crucial space - a physical, emotional, and spiritual 
space - for both believers and seekers to experience true community and learn how to 

integrate their faith into their intellectual and social lives.”
– Betsy Hutson (TH Board Member)

“The world around students tempts them to think that their private spiritual lives need to 
be kept out of their public academic and social lives.  Theological Horizons helps them to 

see how those lives can, and should, come together.”  
– Alan Jacobs (professor, Baylor University)

Theological Horizons
1841 University Circle - Charlottesville, VA 22903

434.244.2839
www.theologicalhorizons.org

Theological Horizons is an independent, not-for-profit Christian ministry centered 
at the Bonhoeffer House at the heart of the University of Virginia community. 
Established in 1990 by Karen and Charles Marsh, Theological Horizons cultivates an 
inviting forum for students, scholars and community members at the intersection of 
faith, thought, and life. We rely on the Christian tradition to guide our conversations 
as we navigate the deeper questions together. Our mission moves from lecture halls 
into rich conversations about integrating the practices of theology into everyday 
experience. All are welcome. Always.

https://www.theologicalhorizons.org


Stay Connected

Gather around the Theological Horizons hearth, engaging in one of our many 
dynamic programs.  In light of the pandemic, all of our programming is open to the 
public and accessible either live or after-the-fact at www.theologicalhorizons.org.

Creating Space for Deeper Conversations…
VINTAGE LUNCHES
A weekly gathering, a home-cooked meal and conversations around the writings 
of Vintage Christians: those sinner-saints across the ages who’ve wrestled with the 
question, “How do I follow Christ faithfully in the world?” Together, we are growing in 
maturity and resilience, all by God’s grace! 

FAITH AND WORK FORUMS
A lunch series that explores the interplay between faith and vocation through 
authentic stories told by guest speakers hailing from all over: thought leaders and 
experts in their fields pursuing meaningful, purpose-driven work and lives well lived. 

 

Vintage Saints and Sinners
Discover the book, Vintage Saints and Sinners: 25 Christians Who Transformed My 
Faith, by executive director Karen Marsh. Go deeper with our companion resources: 
free online sessions and the Vintage Saints and Sinners Podcast. 

Advancing Theological Scholarship…
LECTURE SERIES
Eminent Christian scholars and thought leaders bring theology to life through free 
public lectures at the heart of the University.

 
SUPPORT FOR SCHOLARS
Up-and-coming theologians and students at all stages in their journey find resources, 
opportunities and encouragement. Conferences, courses, online engagement as 
well as our international graduate writing prize competition all foster reflection and 
witness to the church, community and academy.

 

COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
From seminars, workshops, Bible studies, and evening prayer to author readings, 
house concerts and film screenings, Theological Horizons creates a community 
presence engaged in rich theological conversation around the essence of life.

Mentoring and Discipling Students…
FELLOWS
Undergraduate Fellows think critically about all aspects of their lives, drawing insight 
from each other and the community around them. Guided by mentors, Fellows 
explore vocational discernment through relational discipleship and engagement in 
the community: a theologically rich vision of personal calling in the world.  

 

INTERNS
Theological Horizons Interns take a deep dive into the non-profit sector with guided 
experience across all facets of our work including small ministry management, 
development, media and marketing training.

OPEN INVITATIONS TO DISCIPLESHIP
We provide one-on-one mentoring for students and community members who desire 
connection, guidance and intentional friendships.

GIVING
In the challenge of today, we have the 
opportunity to engage more seekers and 
believers in our ministry. Please join us by 
making a gift of any size, believing with us 
that God is using this time and each one of 
us for His perfect purpose. 

ONLINE
www.theologicalhorizons.org/giving

UVA FUND
Online at www.theologicalhorizons.org/giving 
or by check to the “UVa Fund”
PO Box 400314, Charlottesville, VA 22904
#FAA288 Theological Horizons” in the memo line

MAIL
Make your check out to “Theological Horizons”
1841 University Circle, Charlottesville, VA 22903

VENMO
@theological-horizons

STOCK/MUTUAL FUND SHARES
Transfer stock electronically to the Theological 
Horizons, Inc., account: Broker: TD 
Ameritrade Account number: 491746472 DTC 
number: 0188 

PLANNED GIVING
Let us know of your intentions by emailing us 
at info@theologicalhorizons.org

 
Theological Horizons (EIN 581594037) is a 
501(c)(3) not-for-profit. All donations are tax 
deductible.

OUR PROGRAMS
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